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MISSIONX3 REGULATION 
 

ü This regulation explains the conditions and characteristics of the MISSIONX3. This regulation 
is strictly enforced by all the participants of any event or distances included in the circuit: 
 

• TRAIL CAP DE CREUS 
• TRAIL ULLDETER 
• TRAIL CATLLARÀS 

 
ü This regulation could be corrected, modified or improved at any time by the organization.  

 
ü The enrolment at any of the 3 races of the circuit implies the express acceptance, without 

reserve of the present regulations.  
 
1. ENROLMENT 
1.1 Runners will be able to sign up for MISSIONX3, through two options: 

a) Through the website [missionx3.com], filling in the enrolment at the three races 
at once. Runners must be chosen between the three proposals:  

• MISSIONX3 MARATHON 
• MISSIONX3 TRAIL 
• MISSIONX3 EXPRESS 

b) Through each website of each race (trailcapdecreus.com, trailulldeter.com, 
catllaras.com) that involved the full circuit, filling in the individually enrolment at 
one of them: 

• TRAIL CAP DE CREUS 
• TRAIL ULLDETER 
• TRAIL CATLLARÀS 

1.2 In any of these three races, runners could be chosen these three distances:  
• MARATHON 
• TRAIL 
• EXPRESS 

1.3 The price of the enrolment included: 
- Official T-shirt 
- Aid stations during the race 
- Arrival aid station 
- Race-bibs (with four safety pins) 
- Stopwatch 
- Ranking at right away 
- Ranking in the website 
- Wardrobe service 
- Showers service 
- Arrival physiotherapist service (just included until the maximum time to finish the race) 
- Official photo race (Organization wants to deliver one photo for each runner. But, there’s a 

possibility that, someone doesn’t get the official photo) 
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1.4 The enrolment won’t be finished definitively until the payment hasn’t been made or the receipt 
has been sent at the email address (inscripcions@klassmark.com). 

1.5 After filling in the enrolment, the payment won’t be returned in any condition. 
1.6 After filling in the enrolment, runners could be changed the distances of the race, if: 

- Still vacancies at the distance option that you choose. 
- If you choose a race that it has minus kilometres, the organization doesn’t have to return 

any money. 
- If you choose a race that it has more kilometres, runners have to pay the cost of the 

difference between registration fees.  
1.7 In the case of the injury, must reach us accompanied by a complete medical file, and the 

organization could change for another partner. You have to send an email 
(inscripcions@klassmark.com) with this information required: 

• Name and surname the injured partner 
• Information of the new partner: 

- Name 
- Surname 
- NIF/passport 
- Member of the federation (yes/no) 
- Club 
- Male or female 
- Date of birth: 00/00/0000 
- E-mail 
- City and country 
- Phone number 
- Size of the T-shirt: XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL 
- Chosen distance 

1.8 Three weeks before the event will be any changes or modifications for the enrolments. 
1.9 The registrations will be closed once the limit of the participants has been exceeded or the date 

assigned. 
1.10 In case of doing the enrolment in the last moment (two weeks before the event), the 

organization can’t guarantee the size of the T-shirt. 
1.11 The organization has rights to change the number of the participants. These modifications 

could be announced firstly on the website. 
 
2. CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION 
2.1 Every participant must be of the legal age on the date of the event. Otherwise, minors must 

supply parental authorisation. Minors are allowed to register in the EXPRESS or TRAIL distance. 
This file is on the Documents website.  Also, it is mandatory that the minor during the race is 
accompanied at all time by an adult, if not, he will not be allowed to start de race. 

2.2 Runners must be perfectly prepared for the circuit. To be acquired, previous the race, a real 
capacity of personal autonomy and experience in the mountains.   

2.3 Those enrolment in the circuit is voluntary and under your responsibility. For this reason, the 
organization, collaborators, sponsors and other participants will be free on any civil 
responsibilities. 
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2.4 Runners must agree and complete the file “Disclaimer of responsibility” that explain the risks 
and the conditions of the event. And also, the disclaimer notifies that organization doesn’t have 
any responsibility in accidents or injuries.  

2.5 The enrolment at any of the 3 races of the circuit implies the express acceptance, without 
reserve of the present regulations. Any  

2.6 El participante que se inscribe en la prueba, acepta todos los puntos de este presente 
reglamento. Any breach an agreement of this regulations implies the total disqualification.  

 
3. DEVELOPMENT MISSIONX3 CIRCUIT 
3.1 The MISSIONX3 circuit involved three races. 

The races are: Trail Cap de Creus, Trail Ulldeter y Trail Catllaràs 
3.2 In each race will give a score, by a mathematical logarithm. The computation of these scores 

will determine the general classification of MISSIONX3 circuit. 
3.3 The algorithm that be applied is: 

(Time of the first runner / Runner time) * 100 
3.4 Three rankings will be established, male and female, for each distance (EXPRESS, TRAIL and 

MARATHON). The winner is going to get 100 points. The others will have the result of the 
algorithm form.  

3.5 Being part of the overall ranking of the MISSIONX3 circuit and aim to final awards, you have to 
participate and finish all the three races. Otherwise, the runner will appear at the ranking 
without being able to aim to awards.  

3.6 The award ceremony of the MISSIONX3 circuit will be hold at the TRAIL CATLLARÀS, the last 
race of the circuit. To know the schedule, please check the official schedule in the website. 

3.7 Three first absolute runners of the EXPRESS, TRAIL and MARATHON circuit are going to be 
awarded. The best in each category will be awarded as well. Male and female category.   

3.8 The same number of the personal identify (DNI or Passport) are required to fill in the global 
ranking of the circuit. Otherwise, the system won’t recognize them as the same participant. If 
you have any problem, please send an email at inscripcions@klassmark.com 

 
4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE RACE 
4.1 The starting race will be identified by an acoustic signal (shoot). Anyone may start after this 

shooting, unless the director ratifies it.  
4.2 Each runner Will have a bib race that includes: Kilometres, profile with altimetry and aid 

stations. 
4.3 Runners have to pass through each checkpoint. The absence in any step will suppose the 

disqualification.  
4.4 Leaving the route marked by the organization supposes the disqualification. 
4.5 The village’s areas or roads will not be closed, so that it will be traffic on there. Traffic will be 

controlled. Runners must respect the traffic rules and caution as well.   
4.6 During the race, if tracks allows it, someone could change the distance (Trail or Express). In case 

of that, runner will be out of the classification, but will have services (aid stations, medical 
assistance, etc). Before doing this change, the organitzacion will accept it.  

4.7 After the maximum time to complete the race has been exceeded, the staff will begin to 
disassemble the installations of the event, keeping in mind attendees and runners.  
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5. ITRA PUNTUACTION (UTMB) 
5.1 Marathon and Trail distances that are part of the MISSIONX3 circuit have been evaluated by 

ITRA (Internacional Trail Running Association). This punctuation will be announced on the 
website (tracks).  

5.2 Every runner who finish a race from the MISSIONX3 circuit, on Marathon or Trail distance, will 
get a punctuation announced for the ITRA ranking.  

5.3 Every finisher gets ITRA points to participate in the UTMB. 
 
6. RACE BIBS AND ACREDITATIONS  
6.1 Each runner will have a personal race bib. This race bib is unique. 
6.2 Each runner must wear a race bib in the front of the body because of the organization can 

clearly identify. 
6.3 It is not allowed to change any race bib between people. 
6.4 Runners will be able to enter in the private areas and aid stations with the race bib. 
6.5 Non-accredited people will NOT enter to facilities or aid stations.  
6.6 Runners who do NOT carry the race bib in the front of the body, will not have any official 

photo. 
6.7 Taking care and maintaining the race bib is responsibility to each runner.  
 
7. CHECK POINTS AND BARRIERS 
7.1 During the race will be different check points. 
7.2 Each check point will be a point of information for the runners. 
7.3 The organization could introduce or change any check point though the track.  
7.4 During the track will be some barriers. These barriers must be specified on the website.  
7.5 Runners are not able to departure from a check point after the time barrier. The organization 

don’t allow to continue runners after being exceeded the maximum time.  
 
8. AID STATIONS 
8.1 On the aid stations will be different type of food and beverage. The aid stations will be detailed 

on the website.  
8.2 Runners could refill bottles and backpacks in the aid stations.  
8.3 Runners are able to throw the garbage in the bins or containers next to the aid stations. You 

will be excluded of the race if you throw the garbage out of these areas. 
8.4 Runners must study and be awarded of the distance and difficulties of the race. 
8.5 Runners will receive help from collaborators or friends only at the check points or aid stations. 

Just in the authorised areas. 
8.6 The organization will NOT take over about the refreshment that you drink or eat on the aid 

station.    
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9. PENALITIES AND DISQUALIFICATION 
9.1 The organization could be penalized or disqualified any runner who do not follow the rules 

though the race. 
9.2 Penalties will be agreed by the organization. Race director will impose a penalty or 

disqualification according to the severity. 
9.3 The absence of obligatory equipment will suppose the immediate disqualification, before or 

during the race. 
9.4 Being lack of respect for others (organisation or runners) will suppose the disqualification. 
9.5 Cheating or wearing of a non-conforming race-bib will suppose the disqualification. 
9.6 Running outside the marked track or not passing for all of the checkpoint will suppose the 

disqualification. 
9.7 The director of the race has the rights at any moment to modify and to apply new laws for the 

security of the runners. 
 
10. ABANDONMENTS 
10.1 Except in the case of bad injury, runners must not abandon outside of a check point or aid 

station. 
10.2 The organization must return runners to the arrival, if they stop in the check point or aid 

station. 
10.3 The organization has the rights to return runners after finishing the event to the arrival. 
10.4 The runners have to communicate their abandonment to the organization.  
10.5 The runners who’s not tell their abandonment will be out of the race.  
 
11. CHIP 
11.1 The unique chip allows to do the race is the chip give it from the organization. 
11.2 The chip will be stuck on the back of the race bib. Race bib and chip will be in the bag pack of 

the runners.   
11.3 The runners have to hold of their race-bib. They don’t manipulate it.  
 
12. EMERGENCIES 
12.1 Runners must alert to the closer aid station or checkpoint that there is an incident.  
12.2 If any runner is injured, others must stop to help them and give them any possible help.  
12.3 If any runner who has given help, they have lost a lot of time, the director will study the case 

and will give a final decision. 
12.4 In case of emergency, runners must call to the phones numbers that are in the race bibs.  
12.5 In areas out of range, runners must call to the 112. 
 
13. ENVIRONMENT 
13.1 Race will take place in the natural reserve. Runners must preserve and respect for the 

environment. 
13.2 Runners have to respect the animals and natural environment. 
13.3 Every single runner has to be responsible and has an exemplary behaviour in front of any 

adversity.   
13.4 Runners must run into the limits of the track. It is not allowed to take shortcuts.  
13.5 Any action versus the environment supposes the automatic disqualification. Attention: Over 

tolerance is zero! 
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14. TRACK AND MARKING  
14.1 Vehicles will have preference during the track. It will be the responsibility of the participants to 

exercise caution in front of the crossing roads. 
14.2 Runners must respect for yarns, doors or any type of fending or private farms. 
14.3 The track will be marked with plastic colored tape, plasters and other elements. Participants 

have the responsibility to see and follow the marking.  
14.4 The organization will only suspend the race if the physical integrity of the participants is in 

danger, in case of meteorological causes, the race can be suspended the same Saturday, since 
until the day before we do not have local meteorological data. 

14.5 In case of extreme weather conditions, the organization reserves the right to suspend the race 
by assigning a new day. Once made in exchange for data, there will be no refunds to 
participants who can not attend. The organization is not responsible for any expenses such as 
accommodation or travel 

14.6 If the situation demands it, the organization may make the modifications it deems necessary. 
Until activating the alterative track. It will also be possible, if deemed appropriate, to delay the 
scheduled schedule of the race. 

14.7 Danger or risk will be marked. In these areas, for security, not allow to make progress. 
Horizontally tapes mean that you can fall.  

14.8 In Trail Cap de Creus (marathon distance), the crossing with the GI-614 road will be neutralized 
by the safety of all the participants. 

 
 
15. EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHES 
15.1 The organization has the rights to prevent any departure of any runner that not carry the 

appropriate equipment or material. 
15.2 Runners must wear appropriate snikers and clothes, according to the mandatory equipment 

and meteorological conditions.  
15.3 It is high recommended for all the runners, during the track, that have an extra food and water. 

It is also recommended use the solar cream.  
15.4 The organization will randomly check before or during the race the technical equipment.  
15.5 The organization do not have the responsibility of any loose thing.  
15.6 The mandatory equipment can be consulted in the website. 
15.7 The race director reserves the rights to make changes. The last update will be the day before at 

18 pm. It will be announcement with the website or social media.  
 
16. RACE BIBS HAND OUT 
16.1 Each runner has to be in the race bibs hand out.  
16.2 To collect the race bibs, it will be mandatory the ID, passport, driver license or federation card. 

It also mandatory to give a signed statement of responsibilities.   
(*) Participants has to know the conditions of their coverage federation. 

16.3 It is not possible to pick up the number to a third person 
16.4 Sell the race bibs will be penalized for sellers and buyer.  

(*) Remember that there is the possibility to change the race bib, until arrival the three weeks 
before the race. 

 
16.5 In case of the minors, it is necessary that the “authorization of minors” completed and signed. 
16.6 Delivering is not offered after the race. 
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17. CATEGORIES AND AWARDS 
17.1 Any category, first, second and third placed win an award. 
17.2 INDIVIDUAL CATEGORY 
 
 
 
 
MARATHON 

- Absolute male 
- Absolute female 
- Master Male (from 45 years old) 
- Master Female (from 40 years old) 
- Sub23 Male (until 23 years old) 
- Sub23 Female (until 23 years old) 

TRAIL 
- Absolute male 
- Absolute female 
- Master Male (from 45 years old) 
- Master Female (from 40 years old) 
- Sub23 Male (until 23 years old) 
- Sub23 Female (until 23 years old) 

EXPRESS 
- Absolute male 
- Absolute female 

(*) The age of the participants will always be taken into account as 31th of December of the current 
year. 
 (*) In case that there are not more than five or more participants, the category will be suspended  
(*) Awards are accumulative.  
(*) Awards are trophies or medals and besides possible gifts of collaborating brands. 
(*) It will be essential being in the awards ceremony to receive the trophy, medal or gift. 
 
18. RESULTS 
18.1 The results will be on the website in the real time. Also you can check the results on the paper 

or screen in the event place.  
18.2 Participants will have the result after the crossing line.  
 
19. DATA PROTECTION  
19.1 In accordance with the Organic Law 15/1999 of 13th December, all of the data participants will 

be included in the private file owned by the organizations, for the sole purpose of managing the 
event.  
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20. IMAGE RIGHTS 
20.1 All runners waive their image rights during the race. 
20.2 The organization may use the images of the race for reasons of self-interested.  
20.3 The rights to own image is a right recognized in article 18.1 of the Constitution and regulated in 

the Law 5/1982 of 5th May, on the right to honour, personal and family privacy, and itself, as 
well as in the application of Organic Law 15/1999 of Proteccion of Personal Data, of 13th 
December.   

20.4 Acceptance of this regulation implies that participants authorizes KLASSMARK to carry out 
photos and filming film of participation in the MISSIONX3. And also, it give them the 
permission for commercial and publicity, in which it is clearly identifiable without the rights to 
receive any economic compensation. In no case shall they be used for purposes other than 
those indicated.  


